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Bald Eagle chicks

Bald Eagles are well-known to 
Americans as the national emblem of the United 
States.  However, this majestic bird of prey was 
once threatened with extinction in the lower 48 
states, largely due to poisoning from the pesticide DDT. 
Protection under the Endangered Species Act, along with 
reintroduction and management programs, and the banning of DDT, 
led to the restoration of Bald Eagle populations; Bald Eagles have now 
been removed from the Endangered Species List, but are still protected 
under the Migratory Bird Act. 

Even though Bald Eagles range throughout North America, our resident 
birds in Florida are smaller than those nesting in northern areas like 
Alaska and Canada.  This is entirely due to climate; northern birds can 
use the larger body mass to stay warm in the harsh climate, while the 
southern birds can stay cooler by having less body mass to cool. 

Here at Cedar Point Environmental Park, Bald Eagles have the optimal 
habitat for nesting and successfully fledging young:

tall, large-crowned slash pine trees offer stability for their heavy •	
nests, and provide easy access for flight to and from the nests;

the adjacent waters of Lemon Bay provide plenty of fish to eat, if•
there isn’t an Osprey around with a fresh catch to steal.

Bald Eagles are known to harass Osprey until they drop their catch; the 
graceful eagle will then swoop down to take its prize.



Fiddler Crabs
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fiddle-shaped claw of the male crab. They are a 
small crab, rarely larger than two inches across. 
Fiddler crabs are found along saltwater beaches and 
brackish inter-tidal mud flats, lagoons and swamps.  

Like all crabs, fiddler crabs shed their shells (molt) as they 
get bigger, then 
develop a new 
larger shell to 
grow into. If 
the large fiddle 
claw is lost 
to a predator 
or during a 
struggle, males 
will develop the 
large claw on 
the opposite side 
after their next 
molt. 

What are some 
of the important 
roles fiddler 
crabs play?    

Fiddler crabs are eaten by many larger predators, such as the•
blue crab, egrets, herons, and other marsh birds such as rails and
raccoons.

Through their avid burrowing and feeding activity fiddlers help aerate•
the soil and stimulate the turnover of important nutrients.

Fiddler crabs are a good environmental indicator due to their•
sensitivity to environmental contaminates especially insecticides;
their disappearance can warn of degraded environmental quality.

Look for these little critters along the mud flats 
when exposed at low tide.  They are usually seen 
running away and back into their holes, while 
the males display their large claws in 
warning.

Adult Fiddler Crabs searching for food 



Oak Scrub Hammock – 
Eastern Towhee
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Another name for oak scrub 
hammock is xeric, meaning very dry, 

hammock.  This is a plant community in an advanced 
successional stage where fire has been absent for 
many years.  In fact, oak scrub hammocks only develop 
in areas that have been protected from fire for 30 or more 
years.  The main reason for the lack of fire is the scarcity of 
herbaceous (non-woody) plants, and the relatively fire resistant oak 
litter. When fire does occur, it is nearly always catastrophic and may 
cause the oak scrub hammock to transition into another community type. 

Eastern Towhees, a white, brown and black songbird, are commonly 
found in oak scrub hammocks.  They are likely attracted to the dense 
shrubbery in which they nest, as well as to the dry leaf litter where 
they are often heard noisily scratching their way around in search of a 
meal. Their diet consists of:

ground dwelling beetles,•
grubs,•
ants,•
earthworms, and•
a variety of seeds and berries.•

Look for this beautiful bird during your visits to Cedar Point 
Environmental Park, and since they are a year-
round resident of Florida you can expect to see 
them anytime of year.  As in many species of 
songbirds, the female is duller than the 
male; she is brown on the head and 
back where the male is black.  

Left: Male Eastern Towhee
Right:  Female Eastern Towhee



Seagrass Beds
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Seagrass bed at low tide

Seagrass beds, or flats as they are 
commonly called, are found in low-energy, 
coastal waters that remain submerged during all 
but the lowest of winter tides. These beds harbor 
numerous species of juvenile fish, snails, crabs and 
bivalves.  The diversity of organisms in the seagrass beds 
draws larger animals looking for a good meal; this includes 
manatees, marine turtles and larger fish such as spotted sea 
trout, stingrays, sheepshead, redfish, snapper and snook.  

Adult snook in seagrass beds are typically feeding on the abundant bay 
anchovies, pinfish and shrimp.  It is not only the adult snook that use 
the seagrass beds; during their first year juvenile snook use these beds 
as a nursery where the dense grass blades provide hiding places and 
food is abundant.

Seagrasses are relatively slow growing leaving them highly vulnerable 
to disturbance.  

What are some of the threats to seagrasses? 

Sunlight being blocked by algae blooms, oil spills and sediment in the•
water.

Scarring from boat propellers, anchors and boat groundings.•

Since seagrasses are not easily 
restored, it is very important to 
preserve and protect them in their 
natural state.  

What can we do to protect 
seagrasses?

Limit fertilizer use near the•
water.

Plant native vegetation along•
the shoreline.

Practice safe and clean boating.•

Use charts to avoid running•
aground or scarring seagrasses.


